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How to use the E-valu-it Toolkit
Evaluation webinar handout
Introduction


This handout relates to the ‘How to use the E-valu-it Toolkit’ webinar and covers the following:
o

The purpose of the E-valu-it toolkit

o

The information you will need to complete the toolkit

The purpose of the E-valu-it toolkit


The E-valu-it toolkit is a free online resource, which help you to evaluate your road safety intervention.



If you choose to use the toolkit, you will fill in an interactive questionnaire which will include questions
about the issue your intervention addresses and the aims and objectives of your intervention.



Once you have completed the questionnaire, the toolkit will provide some recommendations for
evaluating your intervention, helping you to select an evaluation design and the methods you will use
to evaluate your intervention.



The responses you provide to the questionnaire will also help to generate an automatic report
template, which can be used as a basic structure for your final evaluation report.



Once you have completed your report, you will have the option to publish it on
http://www.roadsafetyevaluation.com/, to share your findings with other road safety practitioners. It
is advised that you publish your report, so other road safety practitioners can read it and understand
what did and did not go well in your intervention. Your report could also contribute to the evidence
base of other practitioners when they are designing future interventions.
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What information will I need to complete the toolkit?
What will I need?
An idea of the evidence that exists in relation to my intervention.
SMART aims and objectives.
A timescale for the start and end of my project.
An idea of the budget I have available.

Summary


This handout has covered:
o The purpose of the E-valu-it toolkit
o The information you will need to complete the toolkit

Useful links
Roadsafetyevaluation website- http://roadsafetyevaluation.com/
E-valu-it Toolkit- http://roadsafetyevaluation.com/toolkit/login
E-valu-it reports- http://roadsafetyevaluation.com/reports/e-valu-it

Contact details
If you have any further questions about the evaluation process, please email: rneedham@rospa.com
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